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 ?" " Yeah, daddy." "You know what, screw you." "You want to come down here and see for yourself?" "No, but i will tell you
this." "I've worked very hard to create a brand new world where the only limits are those of your own imagination." "And i'd
like to think of myself as something of a beacon." "Well, i don't give a damn what you think of yourself." "The idea of your

planet is insulting." "In fact, the whole idea is a good one." "It's the taste of your beans that's the problem." "So, you're saying we
shouldn't have beans?" "We've never eaten them." "We've never needed them." "You're throwing away something that has no
use to us." "You're saying we can't eat the food because it's alien." " You don't even know what it is." " What is that?" "That's
what i'm trying to figure out." "Cylinder?" "Dragon Balls?" "What is that?" "I'm pretty sure that's the word "dragon ball" in

some ancient language." "But what does that mean?" "How should i know?" "You don't know what it is?" "Does it matter?" "It
has an energy aura." "Why are you so damn excited about it?" "Is it alive?" "You don't know if it's alive?" " It looks like a piece
of trash." " I don't know." "Oh, my god!" "I should have given you this earlier." "It's a dragon ball." "All i know is, whatever it
is, it came from another planet." "Well, what should we do?" "We're the only beings in the galaxy who can open them." "It's an
energy device." "It is not a toy." "Use it with care and wisdom." "The energies it contains are very powerful." "They can alter
your mind or your soul or your very essence." "You open it, you better know what you're doing." "It's dangerous." "Damn it."
"That means it's up to us." "This could be our last chance." "And what about my planet?" "I can't just be happy that we get to
keep our planet." "What about our lives?" "It doesn't seem fair that you get to keep all the fun stuff, and i get stuck with the

ash." "Hurry!" "Yes." 82157476af
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